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The subharmonicinstability evolvesmore slowly in this case,as is typical of secondary instabilities at large amplitudes of the primary wave. Nevertheless,the KKVS simulation doesfurnish unmistakeableevidencethat strong detachedhigh-shearlayers are not exclusively the province of K-type breakdowns. Continuation of these two simulations to later times showsthat the strong similarity of the breakdownsremains,except,of course,that in the former casethe patterns are aligned in the streamwisedirection, whereasin the latter casethey are staggeredwith twice the streamwisewavelength. We shall refer to this type of breakdown,which in this caseis commonto both the fundamental and subharmonicinstabilities, as a primary-scalebreakdown in deferenceto the scaleof the vortical patterns (relative to the scaleof the primary wave)which ultimately roll-up.
The Figure  6 shows the evolution 6f various harmonics. This simulation is indicative of a de-tuned, or combination, secondary instability which involves both the (4/9,1) and the (5/9, 1) modes. Note that although only the former is included in the initial conditions, the latter mode is quickly generated and both modes eventually evolve together. Notice also 3 s 13 andS. Flow the rapid development of such other sum and difference harmonics as _, _, "7, field visualizations reveal that this particular simulation leads to a primary-scale breakdown.
This type of simulation is much more expensive than those which allow for only one or two streamwise harmonics, so a more complete parameter study has not yet been performed. 
